
Naam Functie Bewaartermijn Soort

OptanonAlertBoxClosed

This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust.  

It is set after visitors have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively close the notice down.  It enables 

the website not to show the message more than once to a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal 

information. 1 jaar Strikt noodzakelijke cookie

csrf Sessie Strikt noodzakelijke cookie

JSESSIONID

General purpose platform session cookie, used by sites written in JSP. 

Usually used to maintain an anonymous user session by the server. Sessie Strikt noodzakelijke cookie

age_check_passed Sessie Strikt noodzakelijke cookie

OptanonConsent

This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the categories of cookies the site uses 

and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category. 

This enables site owners to prevent cookies in each category from being set in the users browser, when consent is not given. The cookie 

has a normal lifespan of one year, so that returning visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no 

information that can identify the site visitor. 1 jaar Strikt noodzakelijke cookie

_uetvid

This is a cookie utilised by Microsoft Bing Ads and is a tracking cookie. 

It allows us to engage with a user that has previously visited our website. 1 jaar Prestatiecookies

_ga_xxxxxxxxxx 1 jaar Prestatiecookies

_gclxxxx Google conversion tracking cookie 2 jaar Prestatiecookies

_ga

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's more commonly used 

analytics service. 

This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each 

page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  By default it is set to 

expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners. 1 jaar Prestatiecookies

VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA

YouTube is a Google owned platform for hosting and sharing videos. YouTube collects user data through videos embedded in websites, 

which is aggregated with profile data from other Google services in order to display targeted advertising to web visitors across a broad 

range of their own and other websites. 5 maanden Externe cookies

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE This cookie is used as a unique identifier to track viewing of videos 3 maanden Externe cookies

gig3pctest This domain is owned by Gigya. The main business activity is: Behavioral profiling and marketing services Paar seconden Externe cookies

gmid This domain is owned by Gigya. The main business activity is: Behavioral profiling and marketing services 1 jaar Externe cookies

YSC

YouTube is a Google owned platform for hosting and sharing videos. 

YouTube collects user data through videos embedded in websites, which is aggregated with profile data from other Google services in 

order to display targeted advertising to web visitors across a broad range of their own and other websites. Sessie Externe cookies

hasGmid This domain is owned by Gigya. The main business activity is: Behavioral profiling and marketing services 6 maanden Externe cookies

test_cookie

This domain is owned by Doubleclick (Google). 

The main business activity is: Doubleclick is Googles real time bidding advertising exchange Paar seconden Externe cookies

MUID This domain is owned by Mircosoft - it is the site for the search engine Bing. Paar seconden Externe cookies

ucid This domain is owned by Gigya. The main business activity is: Behavioral profiling and marketing services 1 jaar Externe cookies

IDE

This domain is owned by Doubleclick (Google). 

The main business activity is: Doubleclick is Googles real time bidding advertising exchange 1 jaar Externe cookies

MSPTC This domain is owned by Microsoft - it is the site for the search engine Bing. 1 jaar Externe cookies

_fbp Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers 2 maanden Externe cookies


